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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.0 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
 
 Giant Hypermarket is the one of hypermarket which is very famous at our 
country where it’s have at every state. At Kuantan these hypermarket has two braches 
which is at Berjaya Mega Mall and Jalan Tanah Putih, Kuantan. Giant Hypermarket, 
Jalan Tanah Putih, Kuantan is located at Lot 5197, Jalan Tanah Putih, Seksyen 124, 
2150 Kuantan. Location of Giant Hypermarket at Jalan Tanah Putih, Kuantan is nearest 
by residential area including homestay, college (Inderapura Industrial Institution) and so 
on. Furthermore, this location also nearest by Sungai Kuantan where it is as a tourist 
attraction. So, during holidays this Giant Hypermarket has a lot of customers.  
 
Figure 1.1: Location Map of Giant Hypermarket. 
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Next, at Giant Hypermarket, Kuantan have variation of stall or tenant or selling 
at this hypermarket such as computer and IT accessories, telecommunication, health and 
beauty (Guardian, Herba Sihat), Proton Showroom, food court and beverage (Pizza Hut, 
Big Appel Donuts and coffee) and others. So, the nearest residents or customers will be 
go to shopping at Giant Hypermarket is to take eat, window shopping or for others of 
objective. 
Now, this hypermarket has 401 number of parking bays. Besides that, actually at 
these hypermarket has to type of parking lot at the inside area of Giant Hypermarket 
which is a roof parking and non-roof parking. Normally, the customers are very like to 
park the car at the roof parking than non-roof parking moreover during rainy. This is 
because human very take seriously about the perfection, safety and comfortable. 
So, at Giant Supermarket, Kuantan, sometime has the problem which is doesn’t 
have enough parking during peak hour and holidays. This is could be happen because 
everyone come to these hypermarket by their own car where doesn’t have any car pool 
and public transportation. Besides that, location of this Giant Hypermarket is very 
strategy where nearest University Malaysia Pahang (UMP), residential area and others. 
So, most of UMP’s students like to go Giant Hypermarket because nearest with their 
college and at there have many choices to shopping and buy the fast food without go to 
Kuantan Town. Besides, if they go to window shopping at others shopping complex like 
Berjaya Megamall, Kuantan Parade and so on will be take the highest of expense. This 
is because if they go to others mall they need to pay for the parking payment like at 
Berjaya Megamall and Kuantan Parade.  
Then, this Giant Hypermarket will be have highest demands during peak hour, 
weekends, holidays, and the day of salary which is during the end of every months. 
Moreover, at every branches of Giant Hypermarket at our country is produces free 
payment of parking. Hence, free payment of parking is some of factors of the peoples 
like shopping at Giant Hypermarket.  
Besides that, at Giant Hypermarket, Jalan Tanah Putih, Kuantan also has others 
parking which is parking at outside of Giant Hypermarket’s area and parking in the area 
of Giant Hypermarket. From my interview of a worker at there, he had told me that the 
parking at outside of area of Giant Hypermarket where the free area at the side of Giant 
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Hypermarket is the parking for the workers or staffs of Giant hypermarket at this 
branch. So means that, mostly the customers of Giant Hypermarket will be park there 
are car at the parking in the Giant Hypermarket was provided. 
Lastly but not last, from my researched on this case which is have some ideas to 
this hypermarket to overcome their problem that about parking area where do this 
hypermarket increase their parking area or not, Giant Hypermarket need to produce the 
rule which is a car only has 2 hours to park but if their timing are more than 2 hours 
they need to pay and other relevant ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
